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Spin It 2 Win It!

Spin It 2 Win It! brings the fun of a TV game show to your group as an
engaging and entertaining group event. Modeled after a classic TV game
show, players must guess a hidden phrase one letter at a time, earning
points for each correctly guessed letter.

Our Spin It 2 Win It! program has a real game show atmosphere, complete
with interactive contestant podiums and an answer board on a big screen
with a spinning letter wheel!

The show begins with a fun, energizing icebreaker game where teams
compete to play on the main stage. Our unique design keeps everyone
involved throughout the show. The letter wheel keeps this exciting game
spinning, and teams with the highest scores proceed to the final round to
compete for the grand prize.

Our game show host is a professional facilitator who will keep the
contestants engaged from the start, guiding game progression, announcing
leads, and encouraging competitive banter among the contestants. This
program is the perfect way to break up a day of classes, launch orientation,
or kick off an event.

Your group will stake their points and buy a vowel as they compete to
become the Spin It 2 Win It! champions!

Program Details

Group Size:
30 to 1,000+

Team Size:
4 to 6

Program Length:
1 to 1.5 hours

Space Requirement
25 sq. ft per person, hotel ballroom,
banquet hall, office cafeteria or similar
space.

Setting:
Indoor

Physicality:
Low

Program Elements

Communication

Friendly Competition

Fun & Engaging Interaction

Individual and Team Development

What's Included?

Pricing varies depending upon the
number of participants (minimum of
30) and includes an action-packed
program, complete with your
charismatic game show host and
staffing.
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